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Heart and Soul
What donors can do
“A cardiac nurse and another nurse at our church started
doing CPR on me,” says this president/chief executive officer
of Birmingham’s BHT ReSources. “They brought me back to
life two times before I was placed in an ambulance.”
There was no question where Marsha, Vickers’ wife, would
direct that ambulance. The Vickers were long-time supporters
of St. Vincent’s Health System. “We just always had a real
passion for the care and everything associated with St.
Vincent’s,” Vickers says of his family’s multi-generational
experiences. However, no one in the family imagined Vickers
would need a triple bypass and valve replacement.
“Advanced technologies are so important,” remarks Thoracic
Surgeon Dr. Trent Howard, of Birmingham-based CardioThoracic Surgeons. Howard says new Foundation-provided
Cardiovascular Operating Room (CVOR) monitors at St.
Vincent’s Birmingham and St. Vincent’s East provide another
level of critical information and insight to patient care.
“CVORs provide video imaging, allowing us to scroll through
and get a better view of the artery, rather than relying on one
static image,” he says. “We can use those live images before a
procedure, and even in the middle of a case, to see where that
artery is in relation to other structures.”

Dr. Trent Howard

Owen Vickers was attending a church function when he had a
heart attack. Three years later, he credits “the good Lord, two
angel nurses, an outstanding surgeon, and the care I received
at St. Vincent’s” for his survival.

For 120 years the generosity of others has made new
advances possible, says Foundation Development Director
Jennifer Philpot. “St. Vincent’s Foundation provided
funding for new CVOR monitors through our golf
tournament and dedicated donors. With the rapid growth
in the number of physicians and services provided in St.
Vincent’s Health System’s cardiovascular service line, the
Foundation is committed to securing additional donor
funding to be ready when someone like Owen Vickers
needs our care.”
Next-generation technologies draw next-generation
physicians, Howard says. “Surgeons coming from programs
(continued on page 2)

Forge Retreat

Forge Breast Cancer Survivor Center
Foundation takes vision to reality
It’s a new day at St. Vincent’s Foundation. Establishing
Forge Breast Cancer Survivor Center as an independent
non-profit this fall is an excellent example, says Foundation
President Susan Sellers, of the Foundation’s ability to
introduce innovative programs for St.
Vincent’s Health System and the larger
community.
“While the Foundation must—and will—
continue to depend on donors to provide
funds for buildings, medical technology,
and other vital St. Vincent’s resources,
Forge shows donors how the Foundation
also implements new support systems for
our patients and community,” says Sellers.
Sellers was introduced to the Forge
concept five years ago. While consulting
with retired oncology nurse Madeline
Forge Retreat
Harris, director of the Women’s Breast
Health Fund at the Community Foundation of Greater
Birmingham, about her own breast cancer diagnosis, Sellers
learned about Harris’s vision for a comprehensive regional
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organization for breast cancer survivors. That conversation
resulted in five years of in-kind office space and other
operational expertise and support from St. Vincent’s
Foundation. Because of the Foundation’s commitment,
Forge is now providing survivorship services
for much of central Alabama.
“With our focus on the needs of patients and
survivors, we were able to secure support
from the other area health systems as well,”
says Sellers.
“One of the most amazing aspects of Forge is
how these health systems have come together
to serve this community,” says Forge Director
Caroline McClain. For years, four regional
health systems (St. Vincent’s, Brookwood
Baptist Health, Grandview Medical Center,
and UAB Medicine) have met regularly
with the Community Foundation of Greater
Birmingham’s Women’s Breast Health Fund to form an
unprecedented partnership in supporting breast cancer
survivors and their loved ones.

From the beginning the effort emphasized serving all
survivors, including those with limited resources. “The
most important component of Forge, and clearly aligned
with St. Vincent’s, is a commitment to serving the poor and
vulnerable by removing barriers to care—and going a step
beyond that, for lifelong wellness,” McClain says.

mission-centric focus. “We believe our donors will be as
excited as we are to see the health system and Foundation
in partnership with the Community Foundation and other
area health systems.” She continues, “Forge is just one
illustration of how this Foundation furthers and fulfills the
St. Vincent’s mission.”

Sellers comments Forge is an example of the Foundation’s

To learn more about Forge, visit forgeon.org.

Art Therapy
Forge Gardening

Survive Strong

Volunteer Training

“The support and resources that St. Vincent’s Foundation provides for Forge
have been critical to the success of the program. Since its inception, all four
health systems have been an integral part of Forge, but St. Vincent’s has provided
the leadership in implementing and administering the day-to-day operations
over the last five years. Because of St. Vincent’s continuing commitment, Forge
has been able to provide resources and support to thousands of breast cancer
survivors and their loved ones across our region.”
—CHRISTOPHER NANNI, President and CEO, Community Foundation of Greater Birmingham

FORGE SERVICES
• Educational symposiums, support groups, tip sheets,

• A telephone support line (800-811-8925) and extensive
online resources (forgeon.org; facebook.com/forgebcsc/)
• Customized matches with non-medical mentors to help
survivors/co-survivors navigate their respective health
systems and financial-legal-medical resource

50

trained volunteers

100

referrals, individualized plans, lifestyle classes, and retreats
• Survivor/co-survivor programming in otherwiseunderserved rural counties
• Healthcare professionals’ continuing education programming

FORGE NUMBERS

percentage of
clients matched
with a trained
support professional

1,997

number of calls on
Forge’s telephone
support line

6,108

number of
persons reached

92

percentage of Forge
clients reporting
an improvement in
overall quality
of life due to
Forge connections
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